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VOICES AND VISIONS
“ ConneCting our PeoPle, our voiCes and our visions”

New Look for BCANDS Newsletter
The quarterly BCANDS newsletter is back in action and officially
launches today!
As you may have noticed, our newsletter, like the Society, has been
transformed. “Voices and Visions” encompasses the true spirit of
what BCANDS does; connecting people and communities, sharing
information and resources and in doing so, ensuring the holistic well
-being of our clients.
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New BCANDS Interactive Website
In March, 2012 BCANDS officially launched our new and
improved interactive website with great success seeing over 1,600
“hits” in just three months and over 4,500 as of March 2013. Our
website will be updated on a continual basis, incorporating new
information to help assist in meeting our stakeholders and client’s
diverse informational, program and service needs. Features within
our new website include;
Overview of BCANDS Programs and Services
 Online Request for Disability and Resources Services Form
 Board and Team Member Information
 Disability and Health Related Links


and much more. Please visit our site at www.bcands.bc.ca and take
a look around, complete an online survey and / or send us an email
and let us know how it looks and how we can make it better!
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Research Project Opportunity
Researchers at the University of Victoria are interested
in looking at how parents of adult children (i.e., 19
years of age and older) with intellectual disabilities
plan for the future of their children.
If you are the parent of an adult child with an intellectual disability, you are eligible to participate. The
information gained through this research could be used
to better assist and support parents as they face the
difficult task of planning for the future of their loved
ones.
Participation in this research involves completing a
brief electronic questionnaire. In addition, if agreed to,
there is the possibility that participants will be contacted at a later date for a follow-up audio-recorded phone
interview. Participants are under no obligation to agree
to follow-up contact.

If you are interested in participating or have further
questions, please contact Megan at

cainesm@uvic.ca or 250-858-5836.

Message from BCANDS President
Dear Friends,
On behalf of the BCANDS Board of Directors I would like to thank each of
you for you continued support to BCANDS, our services and our staff.

(Pictured below?)

Frazer Smith
BCANDS Board President

Over the past 36 months, with much success, we have taken significant steps
to be more responsive to our stakeholders, focusing our efforts on improved
and comprehensive disability and health information services, individualized
to meet the unique and diverse needs of each of our clients.
Aboriginal persons living with a disability continue to be a marginalized
segment of our population. The importance, value and positive difference
that BCANDS disability and health related services makes in their lives can
not be overstated, nor can the benefits and the difference that these
individuals make in ours. We would like to sincerely thank our clients, your
strengths builds ours, your perseverance enhances our resolve and your
insight brings us clarity.
Finally, I would like to recognize and thank each of our funding partners for
their continued support and partnership, we look forward to working with
you in the future
Hych'ka Siem

Frazer
Did you Know?


That the Aboriginal population is

BCANDS is a provincial, chartable organization serving the disability and
health information / resource needs of Aboriginal persons, organizations
and communities across British Columbia. Established in 1991, BCANDS is
the only organization of it’s type in Canada.

the fastest growing and youngest

BCANDS provides services in two core areas:

That there are approximately 4.4
million children and adults living
with a disability in Canada.



segment of the Canadian
population.



That Aboriginal people has some
of the highest disability rates in
Canada which are 3 to 4 times
higher than non-Aboriginal
people .



That Aboriginal persons living
with a disability not only face the
stigma and discrimination
associated with disability but this
is also compounded by racism and
other socio-economic factors.
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Just who is BCANDS?

1) Disability Case Management — BCANDS Disability Case Management
is a method of providing services through a professional case manager who
collaboratively obtains and assesses information received from the client, the
client’s family and associated disability and health service providers when
appropriate. From this information, the Disability Case Manager works
closely with the individual client, their support systems and external service
providers to obtain, arrange, coordinate, monitor, evaluate and assist to develop, when required, necessary client services, assistance and programming in order for the individual to be successful in addressing their stated
disability related need / goal. Disability Case Management services are
available to any Aboriginal person living with a disability within BC regardless of age, location or disability type.
2) BCANDS Health Information and Resource Centre - The BCANDS
Health Information and Resource Centre is an important program which
provides Aboriginal health service organizations, and individuals with relevant health related information, linkages and supports. The ultimate goal of
the BCANDS Health Information and Resource Centre is to assist Aboriginal health organizations and their staff to obtain relevant and updated information, handouts, pamphlets, posters, access to relevant persons or organizations specific to their program or client need, i.e. diabetes, etc. BCANDS
Resource Centre services are available at no charge to eligible organizations.

BCANDS Faces!!

Faces and Friends

Meet the BCANDS Board and Staff!
BCANDS is governed by an elected, volunteer Board of Directors who receive no
remuneration for their services. The 2013 BCANDS Board of Directors are;
Mr. Frazer Smith—Board President
Mr. Stephen Lytton— Board Vice President
Ms. Ruby Reid— Board Secretary / Treasurer
Ms. Trudy Spiller—Board Member
To fulfill our mandate of:
“ Supporting the unique and comprehensive disability, health and resource needs of
Aboriginal persons and organizations across British Columbia, through relevant, timely
and accessible client services”, the Society employees a number of personnel.
Our dedicated team includes;
Neil Belanger (Maluu’m Amxsiwaa) - Executive Director - exdir@bcands.bc.ca
Trina Lohr (Trixie Driftwood) - Finance Manager - finance@bcands.bc.ca
Carrie Tom (Nanahaims) - Resource and Support Worker - RSW@bcands.bc.ca
Alison (Ali) Davies - Disability Case Manager - DCM1@bcands.bc.ca
Larissa Williams (Tsequakuhs / Tla-e-suksup) - Disability Case Manager DCM2@bcands.bc.ca
Jamie Seaweed – 4th Year Practicum Student – University of Victoria – Social Work,
Indigenous Specialization
Ange Courtoreille – Practicum Student – Camosun College – Indigenous Family Support Program
“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is
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Breakthroughs
BCANDS was contacted by
a producer from the
American Public
Television TV show
“Breakthroughs” which is
hosted by actor Martin
Sheen, to inquire about the
Society and our services
and to see if we might be a
good fit to do a short story
on for their upcoming
disability focused
segments. We should
know if they are interested
in doing a story on
BCANDS some time in late
March, early April, 2013.
We will keep you posted!!

Did You Know…
That BCANDS Resource
Centre and Disability Case
Management staff may be
available to attend and
provide information at you
organizational or
community event, in
person or through videoconferencing. We can’t
make it to all events due to
funding restraints, but if
you have an event that you
feel BCANDS presence
would be beneficial to and
if your community or
organization can assist
with transportation and
accommodation costs,
we’ll do our best to be
there!

2013 BCANDS Urban and Rural Client Survey
With the assistance of our practicum students
from the University of Victoria and Camosun
College, BCANDS conducted a voluntary
satisfaction survey delivered to our client
residing within British Columbia’s urban and
rural centers. Interviews were conducted by
telephone and clients were attempted to be
contacted three times before being taken off
the participation list. The following is a brief
overview of what our clients told us.

 Most clients became aware of BCANDS
services from a friend with the website
ranking second and referrals from
external agencies third

 87.5 % of clients felt that BCANDS staff
answered their questions clearly and
satisfactory

 82.5% of client indicated that BCANDS
staff were knowledgeable in the services
provided

 100% of client indicated that BCANDS
employees were friendly, polite and
respectful in their interactions

 82.5% of client indicated that BCANDS

Inadequate access to services, services
not available, do not meet client need






Jurisdictional / mandate issues



Education is required by workers and
professionals on Aboriginal disability




Racism





Lack of access to traditional ways






Physicians unable to assist



Having to prove status and that you
have a disability first before anyone will
help



Confusion between
federal
provincial programs / mandates







Shut in— can’t get out



Housing

services were provided in a time manner

 92.5% of clients indicated that BCANDS
staff were respectful in meeting their
cultural needs, with 5% indicating that
the question was not applicable to the
services they received

 85% of client indicated that BCANDS had
assisted in addressing their disability
related needs

 85% of client indicated that BCANDS

Transportation issues
Not being taken seriously / respected
Uncaring and unprofessional organizations, do not know how to work with
person with a disability

Lack of time to take care of themselves ,
family comes first
Continual fight for benefits / supports
Inability to access necessary technology
and communication devises
Not enough BCANDS case managers
Stigma attached to disability
People residing off reserve can't get
services

and

Taxes
Find ways to live with a new disability
Privacy concerns
Accessing disability insurance and other
programs and supports

services were excellent or good

 70% of clients had no recommendation
on how to improve BCANDS services or
stated that BCANDS was doing a good
job, 20% indicated need for better and
more timely communication, with 7.5%
indicating a need for expanded BCANDS
services.

Our Company Vehicle

As part of the survey clients were asked to
identify the common difficulties and barrier
they experienced as an Aboriginal persons
living with a disability in BC’s urban and rural
centers. Their responses included:
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vices / difficult application processes



Lack of funding
Long waitlists / difficulty accessing ser-

The Society, again with the assistance of our
students is currently in the process of
completing our survey for Aboriginal persons
living with a disability residing within BC’s
Aboriginal communities. Once this process is
competed the gained survey information will
be posted on the BCANDS website and an
overview of the data collected in the next
BCANDS news letter.
To view the full urban and rural survey in PDF
form please visit our website at
www.bcands.bc.ca under the community
engagement tab.

DONATE TO BCANDS
BCANDS Disability Conference
We get a lot of inquiry regarding the BCANDS disability conference that
used to be held annually by the Society. Unfortunately, due to the costs
for the event, BCANDS no longer holds an annual conference using
resources instead toward direct client services.
However, we understand the importance and power that bringing
people and organizations together brings and although there is no plans
for a conference in the immediate future, we are examining the
possibility of hosting an event in the next couple of years.
Please keep updated through the BCANDS website on BCANDS,
community and other organizations’ disability and health upcoming
events!

BCANDS Saved My Life
Living with disabilities can be difficult
for many people particularly if there
is little or no support, if their needs
are not respected and taken
seriously or when stereotyping
occurs.
Recently a 58 year old lady who lives
daily with mobility and mental
wellness difficulties came to the
BCANDS office for a scheduled
appointment with her Case Manager.
Upon arrival this individual appeared
to be somewhat disoriented and she
exhibited behaviors which were
outside her normal interactions.
Seeing that something was wrong the
BCANDS Case Manager asked the
individual a number of questions,
noting her verbal responses and her
body language while documenting
the same. Concerned with the
client’s responses and apparent
disorientation the Case Manager
immediately obtained an
emergency medical appointment
with the individual’s physician.
Upon meeting and conducting an
examination, her physician concluded
that the she was having a severe and
adverse reaction to the new
medications that had been recently
prescribed and that had not BCANDS
personnel acted when they did, the

client’s life would have been in
jeopardy.
The following week the client
returned to the BCANDS office, back
to her old self, now that her
medications had been changed.
She thanked her Case Manager for
her caring and assistance. She
tearfully conveyed that she knew that
other people seeing her in that
condition would have just assumed
that she was intoxicated or on drugs
and would have done nothing to
assist. “You saved my life”, she told
the BCANDS Case Manager, “You
saved my life”.

Unfortunately, Aboriginal persons
living with a disability within British
Columbia often face barriers on two
fronts; experiencing the same
difficulties as non-disabled Aboriginal
persons (racism, stereotyping, etc…..)
while facing the same difficulties
experienced by persons living with a
disability., (poverty, violence and
abuse, accessibility issues, isolation
in own community, access to
services, etc…..).

The Government of Canada is getting rid of
pennies, if you have some we would like
them, preferably converted to dollar
format before you send. We also accept
gold, silver, diamonds and general pirate
treasure (non-cursed preferred).
Seriously though, we could use your help
and your support. BCANDS is a
registered charity # 0978981-09 and all
donors will receive a charitable tax receipt
for their donations with all donations
used to supplement BCANDS services and
initiatives for our clients benefit.
If you would like to donate please send
your cheque or pirate treasure to:
BCANDS Finance
1179 Kosapsum Crescent, Victoria BC.
V9A 7K7.
Please call (1-888 –8 15-5511) or in
Victoria at (250) 381—7303 for further
information or assistance.
Thank you!
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Disability Facts and Figures
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC), when presenting in Ottawa to national and provincial disability organizations in 2012 (BCANDS represented one of only two Aboriginal organizations from across Canada invited to
attend), noted the following information, outlined below, as it pertains the population of Canada living with a disability. This
information was gained from the 2001 and 2006 Participation and Activity Limitation Surveys and reported on by Statistics
Canada in 2007.
Between 2001 and 2006 disability rates nationally have increased with the incidence of disability rising with age. One in four
persons ages 55 to 64 has a disability. At least one out of every nine Canadians aged 15 – 64 (11%) has a disability that has
lasted on average 6 months or more Most people (90%) aged 15 - 64 with disabilities experience the onset of the disability
after age 30.
Needs in Relation to Services





Persons with disabilities have varying support needs
Some, particularly those with severe disabilities, may need ongoing support
Services and program issues need to be addressed in order to reduce the reliance of people with disabilities on the social
assistance and health systems



People with disabilities who are also part of marginalized groups (such as First
Nations/ Métis/ Inuit, women and visible minorities) face greater barriers




There is not only the need for more supports but maintaining existing supports
Not all people with disabilities have extensive knowledge of the rights and protections available to them

Emerging Issues









Understanding of disability has broadened over time to include disabling effects of chronic, episodic and mental health
disabilities and individual interaction with built and social environments
A disability can be temporary, episodic or permanent
“Invisible” disabilities — mental health and learning — are becoming more prevalent and reported
Increased disability rates can be attributed to a variety of factors including increased social acceptance of the reporting
of disabilities and population aging
If disability rates by age and sex remain at current levels, it is estimated that the number of people with disabilities in
Canada will grow from 4.4 million in 2006 to between 7.7 and 8.7 million in 2036
One in four persons ages 55 to 64 has a disability
Aging with a disability can lead to increased complications due to the compounding effects of new age-related
conditions

Upcoming Conferences / Events
Do you have an
upcoming community
event or meeting you
want to list on the
BCANDS website. If so
please email your
event to
bcands@bcands.bc.ca
and we will add it to
our website.

BCANDS
1179 Kosapsum Crescent
Vitoria, British Columbia
Canada - V9A 7K7

Phone: (250) 381 - 7303
1-888-815-5511
Fax: (250) 381 - 7312
E-mail: bcands@bcands.bc.ca

ASIST – Training for Trainers – Vancouver Coastal Health – March 18th – 22nd, 2013
______________________________________________________________________________
GOV 2013!
Gathering Our Voices on Health 2013 from March 19-22, 2013 - Held in Penticton, British Columbia at the Penticton Trade and Convention Centre.
Aboriginal Youth aged 14-24 are invited.
_______________________________________________________________________________
STRONGER NATIONS – Combining our Knowledge to Support our Communities
Connecting Creativity and Innovation to Practice Conference
March 21st and 22nd, 2013
_______________________________________________________________________________
Diabetes Educator Course (Vancouver)
Monday, April 22 – Thursday, April 25, 2013
The Coast Plaza Hotel and Suites
1763 Comox Street - Vancouver, BC - V6G 1P6
______________________________________________________________________________
Champions for Children and Youth 2013 B.C. Summit
April 24-25, 2013
Sheraton Wall Centre, Vancouver BC
www.rcy2013.com
_______________________________________________________________________________
ECEBC’s 42nd Annual Conference
May 2 to 4, 2013
Celebrate the Essence of the Child and Champion a Better Future
Radisson Hotel Vancouver Airport
8181 Cambie Road, Richmond, BC
_______________________________________________________________________________
May 14 – 15, 2013
Vancouver, British Columbia
BC Career Fair/Aboriginal Fair
Rochelle@2ggroup.ca
_______________________________________________________________________________
2013 Indigenous Women In Leadership
May 24, 25 & 26, 2013
Victoria, BC
For More Information, Please Contact
Marcia Dawson, ‘Naa-mehl or Al Dawson
3583 Sun Grove 3583 Sun Grove
Victoria, BC V9C 4J8 Victoria, BC V9C 4J8
Tel: 250.590.9190 Tel: 250.590.9190
E-mail: naamehl@shaw.ca E-mail: atdawson@shaw.ca
_______________________________________________________________________________
BCACL - “WE are Community: Defining Inclusion”
Vancouver, British Columbia on May 22-25, 2013 at the Sheraton Wall Centre Hotel.
_______________________________________________________________________________
July 2013
37th Annual BC Elders Gathering
July 8-11, 2013 – Prince George, BC
_______________________________________________________________________________
First Nation’s Health Manager’s Association

